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STRONG TO SAVE 4/4 - 122 - Key of B
CCLI # 7077721

Intro: Drums 4 Bars     Band In: |E \  B \  |B     |G#m \  B \  |B (2x)

Verse 1:
|E  B           |B                   |G#m  B                   |B
           Your voice is louder,                 than the lies of shame
|E  B           |B                           |G#m  B                   |B
          Your love’s the lifeblood,                     flowing through our veins
|E  B           |B                       |G#m  B                   |B 
          Your peace is greater,                    than the fears we face
|E  B           |B                        |G#m  B                   |B
            Our lives are covered,                        in unending grace

Pre-Chorus
|F#                 |F#                 |E   |E
     You’re the hope for us all
|F#            |F#                 |G#m   |G#m
     We will call on your name

Chorus:
             |E (B last time)  |B              |F#   |F#
You are strong, You’re     strong to save
         |E               |B               |F#   |F#
Your love has defeated the grave
            |G#m  /  /    E    |E           |B / /   F#   |F#
In Your death    we die,   In Your life we rise
             |E                    |B               |F#   |F#  2. (to Bridge)
You are strong, You’re strong to save           3. (Ending Bridge Jam): |G#m |G#m / E /  |B  |B / C#m7
                                                                                                               |G#m |G#m / E /  |B  |B
Verse 2:
|E  B           |B                      |G#m  B                   |B
           Your truth is constant,             through the darkest day
|E  B              |B                    |G#m  B                   |B
           You’re our foundation,                 when all else gives way
|E  B           |B                        |G#m  B                   |B
            We raise your banner,                          we sing your praise
|E  B           |B                      |G#m  B                   |B
         We’re finding freedom,                        in unending grace

Bridge:
           |G#m             |G#m /  E /     |B                 |B / C#m7
You’re breathing life,                   into our lungs
           |G#m             |G#m /  E /     |B                 |B / C#m7
You’re speaking love,                 into our hearts
        |G#m             |G#m /  E /        |B            |B
Emmanuel,                          we’re not alone
           |C#m7           |C#m7           |F#                1. |F# (Repeat)  2. |F# |F# (to Chorus)
You’re singing over us,    You’re singing over us


